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What They Are 

Catastrophe bonds (aka cat bonds) are a 
form of insurance securitization to create 
risk-linked securities which transfer a specific 
set of risks (generally catastrophe and natural 
disaster risks) from an issuer or sponsor to 
investors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Catastrophe bonds, also called cat bonds, are an example of insurance securitization to create risk-linked securities which transfer a specific set of risks (generally catastrophe and natural disaster risks) from an issuer or sponsor to investors. In this way investors take on the risks of a specified catastrophe or event occuring in return for attractive rates of investment. Should a qualifying catastrophe or event occur the investors will lose the principal they invested and the issuer (often insurance or reinsurance companies) will receive that money to cover their losses.



Cat Bond Structure 
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Catastrophe bond structureThe typical catastrophe bond structure sees a special purpose vehicle or insurer (SPV or SPI) enter into a reinsurance agreement with a sponsor (or counterparty), receiving premiums from the sponsor in exchange for providing the coverage via the issued securities. The SPV issues the securities to investors and receives principal amounts in return. The principal is then deposited into a collateral account, where they are typically invested in highly rated money market funds.The investors coupon, or interest payments, are made up of interest the SPV makes from the collateral and the premiums the sponsor pays. If a qualifying event occurs which meets the trigger conditions to activate a payout, the SPV will liquidate collateral required to make the payment and reimburse the counterparty according to the terms of the catastrophe bond transaction. If no trigger event occurs then the collateral is liquidated at the end of the cat bond term and investors are repaid.



Legal Considerations 

• Reimbursement of the principal amount to 
investors is subject to a condition precedent 
(i.e., non-occurence of the trigger event) 

• The SPV is subject to an alternative payment 
obligation (towards Sponsor or Investors) 

• Coupon payment is certain and unconditioned 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For almost two decades, insurance and reinsurance companies have been employing insurance-linked securities (ILS) and derivatives to hedge against peak losses in the capital markets. The undoubtedly most successful of these alternative risk transfer measures is the catastrophe (cat) bond, an instrument that allows natural disaster risk to be traded over the counter. As is typical for securitizations, cat bonds are issued out of a special purpose vehicle (SPV), which then holds the principal paid by investors in the form of highly rated collateral. The sponsoring company enters into a reinsurance contract (or cat swap) with the SPV and, in case a catastrophe occurs and causes losses in excess of the preset threshold, it is reimbursed with the proceeds of the collateral while investors lose all or part of their principal. To determine whether a payment under the embedded reinsurance contract is due, cat bond structures can feature a variety of different trigger mechanisms. Up until the trigger event or maturity, investors are compensated for bearing the natural disaster risk through regular coupons that consist of a floating interest rate such as LIBOR, plus the cat bond spread



Origins (Mid 90’s) 

Hurricane Andrew 1992 Northridge Earthquake 1994 
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Presentation Notes
Catastrophe bonds were first issued in the mid 1990's. Major catastrophe events which hit the U.S. such as the Northridge earthquake and Hurricane Andrew were seen as events of such magnitude that the insurance industry began to look for alternative methods to hedge their risks and through collaboration with capital markets and financial companies, catastrophe bonds were born.



Some Figures 

• In 10 years (between 1997 and 2007) issuance 
volumes increased more than sevenfold from 
less than USD 1 billion to over USD 7 billion 

• Outstanding cat bonds’ market is now over 
USD 24 billion 

• In 2015 issuances have already reached USD 
4.9 billion 
 



Growth of the Cat Bond Market 



Cat Bonds Cumulative Issuance 



Trigger Events 

• Indemnity (actual losses experienced by the 
issuer)  

• Industry loss trigger (cumulative) 
• Parametric index trigger (index of weather or 

other disaster conditions) 
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One of the key elements of any catastrophe bond is the terms under which the securities begin to experience a loss. Catastrophe bonds utilize triggers with defined parameters which have to be met to start accumulating losses. Only when these specific conditions are met do investors begin to lose their investment. Triggers can be structured in many ways from a sliding scale of actual losses experienced by the issuer (indemnity) to a trigger which is activated when industry wide losses from an event hit a certain point (industry loss trigger) to an index of weather or disaster conditions which means actual catastrophe conditions above a certain severity trigger a loss (parametric index trigger).



Cat Bonds by Trigger Event 



Indemnity 

• Per-occurrence cover 
• Aggregate cover (multiple events over the 

course of each annual risk-period) 
• Multiple loss approach (only triggered by 

second and subsequent events) 
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A catastrophe bond can be structured to provide per-occurrence cover, so exposure to a single major loss event, or to provide aggregate cover, exposure to multiple events over the course of each annual risk-period.Some catastrophe bond transactions work on a multiple loss approach and so are only triggered (or portions of the deals are) by second and subsequent events. This means that sponsors can issue a deal that will only be triggered by a second landfalling hurricane to hit a certain geographical location, for example.



Cat Bonds Outstanding by Sponsor 



Italian Market 

Azzurro Re I Limited 
Earthquakes (mainly Italy) 
EUR 150 million (June 2015) 

Lion I Re Limited 
European windstorm 
EUR 190 million (April 2014) 



Cat Bonds’ Leading Banks, Brokers and 
Intermediaries 



Investors’ Base 
• In 1999 primary insurers and reinsurers together 

purchased 55% of the cat bond issued volume. The 
remaining demand came from money managers 
(30%), hedge funds, banks and dedicated funds 
(5% each). 

• In 2010 dedicated funds (46%), money managers 
(23%), and hedge funds (14%) were by far the 
largest purchasers with insurers and reinsurers 
falling to a mere 8%. 

 A radical change of the investors’ base 



Investment drivers 
Pros 
• Little or no correlation with traditional asset classes 

(diversification) 
• Attractive returns 
• Knowledge of the market to use cat bonds in the future 
• Better than the conventional reinsurance market 
• Liquidity (only for selected series) 

 
 
Cons 
• They do not fit with asset and liability management 
• Regulatory constraints 
• Missing know-how 
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Presentation Notes
Aspects encouraging cat bond investments”Cat bonds offer attractive returns/have a low fundamental correlation with other asset classes.””It can be better to write cat bond business than to use the conventional market.””We are obtaining knowledge of the cat bond market to use these instruments in the future.” Aspects opposing cat bond investments”They do not fit with our asset and liability management.””We have not undertaken a particular effort due to regulatory constraints.””Missing know-how.”Investors are occasionally slow to see the appeal and potential of an investment whose first name was catastropheMy boss won’t let me buy bonds that I have to watch the Weather Channel to followSeo: “Investors who object to cat-bond investing usually say that it’s just gambling,” he says. “But the more mature guys say: ‘That’s what investing is. But it’s gambling with the odds in your favor”.



Types of Securitized Risks  

Currently Hurricanes, Earthquake, Typhoons, 
Windstorms, Thunderstorms, Floods, Hails 

but 
There is room to adapt the model to typical life 
risks such as longevity and health insurance 
claims 

Presenter
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Catastrophe modelling is vital to catastrophe bond transactions to provide analysis and measurement of events which could cause a loss as well as to define the exposed geographical region.Catastrophe bond structures have been used to hedge risks of hurricane, earthquake, typhoon, European windstorm, thunderstorm, hail and even life insurance related risks such as longevity and health insurance claims.



Trend of 2015 Issuances by Risk Type 



Selected Issues and Areas of Research 

• Regulatory constraints, tax and choice of law 
• Unenforceability issues in purely speculative 

environments (i.e., gambling exceptio) 
• Pricing models (e.g., market based and 

actuarial) 
• Catastrophes’ data and impact of climate 

change 
• Regulation…  

 
 



«In the Beginning it is the Market, In 
the End it is the Law»  
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A lot of work ahead of us… 



Thank you 

paolo.rainelli@polito.it 
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